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ABSTRACT 

 

 

The magnetic reconnection process is known to govern the transfer of solar wind plasma into the 

terrestrial magnetosphere. Numerical simulations were employed to qualitatively analyse the 

plasma flow and magnetic field across an MHD shock structure separating magnetosheath plasma 

from plasma in the magnetosphere at the onset as well as for the duration of continuing magnetic 

reconnection. The one-dimensional time-dependent Riemann problem was re-visited in this 

numerical study in order to qualitatively analyse the development of the MHD discontinuities for 

non-viscous and non-resistive conditions and thereby provide further in-sight into the initial 

development of discontinuities at an arbitrary reconnection site along the terrestrial magnetopause 

where the resistivity could be considered very small or negligible in comparison to the diffusion 

region. The two-dimensional steady-state Riemann problem was also numerically solved to obtain 

the ideal MHD 2D shock structure that is independent of time. The goal of modelling the 2D MHD 

shock structure was to obtain a greater understanding into the behaviour of the plasma flow and the 

magnetic field across the MHD discontinuities for ongoing magnetic reconnection conditions that 

occur at an arbitrary point on the dayside terrestrial magnetopause transition layer in the direction 

of the sub-solar point towards the cusp. The 1D as well as 2D models were solved by employing a 

Galerkin method of weighted residuals and a streamline diffusion technique was also employed to 

linearize the nonlinear ideal MHD equations governing the model. For a symmetric case with 

uniform plasma parameter conditions and exactly anitparallel magnetic fields in the tangential 

direction (z) across two equally divided plasma regions in the defined domain, four discontinuities 

were obtained in the solution for the 1D model as well as the 2D which were a pair of symmetric 

slow shocks and a pair of symmetric fast shocks. These results are in agreement with solution 

obtained by Lin & Lee (1993) for a similar 1D Riemann problem with symmetric conditions. On the 

other hand for an asymmetric case, the same two plasma regions had non-uniform plasma 

conditions and anitparallel magnetic fields in the tangential direction (z) with different magnitude. 

Five discontinuities were found to exist in the solution of the 1D as well as the 2D models which 

were a pair of asymmetric slow shocks, a pair of asymmetric fast shocks and a contact discontinuity. 

When the results obtained in this study are applied to the Earth's magnetosphere, MHD shocks and 

the contact discontinuity may be present at the magnetopause-boundary layer region with magnetic 

reconnection and a non-zero normal (x- direction) component of the magnetic field (in this case Bx= 

0.3). Therefore, magnetic reconnection can occur under ideal MHD conditions devoid of resistivity 

and viscosity at an arbitrary point along the dayside magnetopause transition layer with the 

formation of five discontinuities about this layer for asymmetric conditions similar to those that are 

present in the terrestrial magnetosphere.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Whilst discussing the Sun/Earth interaction two of the crucial questions asked are ‘how is magnetic 

energy that is stored in the solar wind converted into kinetic energy?’ and ‘how is plasma 

transported through the barrier represented by the magnetopause?’ (Westerberg, 2007). When the 

ideas to illustrate the mechanisms of plasma transport into the magnetosphere were put forth, the 

concept of magnetic reconnection or ‘merging of magnetic field lines’ as it was referred to in its early 

developing phase was introduced (Westerberg, 2007). It was primarily introduced in magnetospheric 

physics by Dungey (1961) (Lin & Lee, 1993). 

 

1.1 Applications of magnetic reconnection 

The foremost process for efficient energy release in planetary, solar, astrophysical, and stellar 

magnetic field has been demonstrated to be magnetic reconnection (Westerberg, 2007). Through 

magnetic reconnection, magnetic energy can be efficiently converted into kinetic energy, leading to 

the ejection of high-speed plasma (Westerberg, 2007). Magnetic reconnection is necessitated for the 

expulsion of magnetic flux from the Sun during coronal mass ejections and prominence eruptions; 

otherwise, the magnetic flux in interplanetary space would build up indefinitely (Priest & Forbes, 

2000). Further, reconnection has been suggested as the mechanism for the heating of solar and 

stellar coronae to extremely high temperatures [> 106 K] (Priest & Forbes, 2000). The hypothesis of a 

self-excited magnetic dynamo is almost entirely used as a basis for describing the generation of 

magnetic fields in astrophysics and space physics (Priest & Forbes, 2000).  In a dynamo, intricate 

actions of a plasma with a weak seed magnetic field is capable of creating a stronger large-scale 

magnetic field (Priest & Forbes, 2000). Magnetic reconnection is a crucial element of this generation 

process, so, in essence, the mere existence of all magnetic phenomena on the Sun such as 

prominences, flares, the corona, and sunspots needs reconnection (Priest & Forbes, 2000). Also, 

when discussing astrophysical phenomena such as stellar flares or galactic magnetotails, the 

reconnection process is brought into play probably because these events are analogous to the 

processes taking place in the solar corona and the Earth’s magnetosphere (Priest & Forbes, 2000). 

With magnetic reconnection arising in a wide variety of plasma environments, researchers from a 

broad array of disciplines contribute to the comprehension of an elementary plasma process (Priest 

& Forbes, 2000).  

The reconnection process is also known to govern the transfer of solar wind plasma into the 

terrestrial magnetosphere (Westerberg, 2007). In the present study, the principal goal was to 

achieve a qualitative comprehension of the plasma flow on either side of the magnetohydrodynamic 

shock structure present in the region between the magnetosheath and magnetosphere at the onset 

and for ongoing magnetic reconnection conditions (see Figure 2). 

 

1.2 The basic concept of magnetic reconnection 

The occurrence of reconnection of magnetic field lines is between two plasma regions with 

antiparallel magnetic field components (Lin & Lee, 1993). The fundamental idea of magnetic 

reconnection is described in Figure 1. As shown in the figure, plasmas and magnetic field lines in 

region 1 and region 2 are originally divided by a thin current sheet denoted by the vertical dashed 
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line. The activation of magnetic reconnection is caused by imposing plasma flows toward the initial 

current sheet from both sides (Lin & Lee, 1993).  At t = t1 > 0, the magnetic field lines are bent 

toward the plasma sheet due to the plasma inflow. At t = t2 > t1, the two bent field lines contact each 

other at point X (Lin & Lee, 1993). Consequently, the original field lines are cut and reconnected at t 

= t3 to form two new field lines due to magnetic diffusion (Lin & Lee, 1993). The newly reconnected 

field lines are extremely curved and the magnetic tension force accelerates plasma away from point 

X to high speed (Lin & Lee, 1993). This results in the magnetic energy being converted into plasma 

kinetic energy and the topology of field lines also changing (Lin & Lee, 1993). The direct transport of 

plasmas in region 1 and region 2 to the outflow region via reconnected field lines can also take place 

(Lin & Lee, 1993).  

 

Figure 1 A graphic sketch of the magnetic reconnection process. The position of the initial current sheet, 
which separates two plasma regions with anti-parallel magnetic fields (t = 0) is designated by the dashed 
line. At t = tl, the two field lines approach each other. At t = t2, reconnection takes place at point X of the 
current sheet. At t = t3, high-speed plasma flows are present in the outflow region (Lin & Lee, 1993). 

 

1.3 Plasma transport into the magnetosphere  

In its minimal instance, terrestrial magnetic reconnection is considered to ensue at the sub-solar 

point; i.e. the point at the magnetopause which lies in the Earth equatorial plane, where the 

terrestrial magnetic field is directed towards the geographical north as depicted in Figure 2 

(Westerberg, 2007). Relative to the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF), if the magnetic field carried 

in the solar wind is conversely directed then the magnetic field lines can commence to diffuse within 

the plasma as the solar wind collides with the magnetopause (Westerberg, 2007). Reconnection of 
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the IMF and the terrestrial magnetic field take place following the break-down of the frozen-in 

condition when the resistivity becomes finite (Westerberg, 2007). It is through this process that 

plasma is very quickly pushed into the flux tubes which serve as a connecting passage between the 

magnetosheath plasma and magnetospheric plasma (Westerberg, 2007). 

 

 

Figure 2 The curvilinear coordinate system. The conventional coordinate system (r,X) in space physics is used 
in this graphical description of the two discontinuities present in the solar wind and magnetised planet 
interaction, i.e. x pointing to the magnetopause surface (normal direction) and the z-component lying in the 
tangential direction of the magnetopause. This means that at the sub-solar point x points towards the sun 
and z towards the geographical north (Westerberg & Åkerstedt, 2005). 

 

1.4 Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) discontinuities 

The interaction of a magnetised planet such as the Earth and the solar wind generate two types of 

discontinuities, namely, the ‘bow shock’ where the supersonic solar wind becomes subsonic, and the 

‘magnetopause’ where the magnetic field pressure balances the solar wind pressure (Gurnett & 

Bhattacharjee, 2005). The existence of four types of magnetohydrodynamic (‘MHD’ as it will be 

referred to as hereafter) discontinuities, namely, contact discontinuity, tangential discontinuity, 

rotational discontinuity, and MHD shocks has been acknowledged for decades (Landau & Lifshitz, 

1960). The derivation of the MHD discontinuities in the ideal MHD approximation (whereby the ideal 

MHD fluid is completely described by its velocity V, density ρ, pressure P, specific-heat ratio γ, and 

magnetic field B) are considered as a structureless thin layer (Lin & Lee, 1993). The effects of 

dissipation due to a finite resistivity or viscosity on the stability and evolution of these discontinuities 

are ignored (Lin & Lee, 1993). This discontinuity categorization is based on whether un (the velocity 

component in the normal direction) and {..} are zero or not as depicted in Table 1.  
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Table 1 Classification of MHD discontinuities (Gurnett & Bhattacharjee, 2005) 

 un = 0 un ≠ 0 

{ρ} = 0 trivial rotational discontinuity 

{ρ} ≠ 0 contact discontinuity shock wave 

 

The formation of a layered structure comprising several MHD discontinuities and expansion waves 

occurs in the high-speed plasma outflow region (created by the magnetic reconnection process) 

[e.g., Petschek (1964); Levy et al (1964); Vasyliunas (1975); Shi and Lee (1990); Lin et al (1992)] (Lin & 

Lee, 1993). This layered plasma structure is known as the reconnection layer (Lin & Lee, 1993). 

Typically magnetic reconnection transpires at the dayside magnetopause in the Earth’s 

magnetosphere, which is the interface between the solar wind and the magnetosphere, and in the 

nightside plasma sheet (Lin & Lee, 1993). This results in the development of the layered structures at 

the dayside magnetopause and in the magnetotail.  [e.g.,Paschmann et al (1979); Sonnerup et al 

(1981); Gosling et al (1990b),(1990c); Feldman (1984)] (Lin & Lee, 1993). This layered structure has 

been exhaustively studied both analytically and numerically over the years commencing with simple 

models in the early days [e.g.  Petschek (1964); Levy et al (1964) Sonnerup (1970); Yeh and Axford 

(1970); Priest and Forbes (1986) and Priest and Lee (1990)] and more detailed models (with multiple 

discontinuities included) later on [e.g. Lin, Lee, & Kennel (1992); Lin & Lee (1993); Lin & Lee (1994); 

Lin & Xie (1997); Lin & Lee (1999) ; Sun, Lin, & Xiaogang (2005)]. 

 

1.5 Historical evolution of magnetic reconnection 

“Theoretical models of magnetic reconnection have been proposed by many authors”, (Lin & Lee, 

1993). Proceeding the pioneering exertion of Dungey (1953), Sweet (1958a,b) and Parker (1957) 

were the foremost in the development of a MHD model for steady-state reconnection in a current 

sheet created at a magnetic null point (Priest & Forbes, 2000). Converting magnetic energy into 

kinetic energy and heat and thereby causing an increase in entropy, magnetic reconnection is 

therefore an example of a non-ideal process (Westerberg, 2007). As indicated by estimates, 

magnetic dissipation occurs on a time-scale which is many orders of magnitude slower than 

observed values of the time-scale for dynamic phenomena (Westerberg, 2007). The Sweet and 

Parker model uses a characteristic length scale for the current sheet which is of the same order as 

the flaring region on the solar corona and Spitzer’s formula [see (Priest & Forbes (2000) for 

reference] for magnetic resistivity for the solar corona (Westerberg, 2007). When the Sweet-Parker 

model was applied to solar flares, it was found that the rate at which magnetic energy is 

transformed to kinetic energy was overly slow to be pertinent to solar flares (Westerberg, 2007).  

Therefore the Sweet-Parker model is referred to as a slow reconnection model (Westerberg, 2007). 

With a current sheet whose length is many orders of magnitude smaller than the sheet developed by 

Sweet and Parker, Petschek (1964) created a model which is of the same order as the global scale 

length of the flaring region on the Sun (Westerberg, 2007). Even with the inclusion of the Spitzer 
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resistivity assumption, the Petschek model has a reconnection rate that is close to the one needed in 

solar flares (Westerberg, 2007).  

In 1970, Sonnerup delivered a new model with the capability of handling reconnection rates up to 

the Alfvén speed (Westerberg, 2007). Simultaneously, Yeh & Axford (1970) introduced self-similar 

solutions to the MHD equations and demonstrated that the Sonnerup model was merely a special 

case than a general explanation (Westerberg, 2007). Vasyliunnas (1975) conducted a far-reaching 

evaluation of the existing reconnection models, whereby he put forward certain mathematical and 

physical obscurities with the models created by Yeh and Axford (1970) as well as Sonnerup (1970) 

(Westerberg, 2007). Consequently, only the model by Petschek was accepted (Westerberg, 2007). In 

1986, Priest and Forbes presented a new model that was obtained from their exploration of finding 

fast, steady, almost-uniform reconnection solutions to the equations describing a two-dimensional, 

incompressible flow (Priest & Forbes, 2000). In these ideal reconnection models described above, 

the reconnection layer has a simple structure consisting of merely one or two discontinuities (Lin & 

Lee, 1993). Conversely, the observed layered structures in the dayside magnetopause boundary 

layer are intricate [e.g., Paschmann et al (1979); Gosling et al (1990b)] and cannot be elucidated by 

these ideal models. 

Now in order to obtain a more thorough in-sight into the structure of the reconnection layer, Lin & 

Lee (1993) exploited analytical methods, fluid as well as particle simulations to examine the 

evolution of the current sheet after the onset of magnetic reconnection by solving the one-

dimensional Riemann problem (Lin & Lee, 1993). A number of different types of MHD discontinuities 

were found to exist in the dayside magnetopause reconnection layer using the ideal MHD basis in 

this study (Lin & Lee, 1993). A transition from one form of discontinuity to another form of 

discontinuity in the reconnection layer was also coherently presented through the different types of 

numerical modelling employed in the investigation (Lin & Lee, 1993). Further hybrid simulations 

were utilized by Lin & Lee (1994) to extend the study of the dayside reconnection layer to the flank 

magnetopause region while two-dimensional hybrid simulations were used by Lin & Xie (1997) to 

study the dayside reconnection layer in the outflow region. Further numerical studies on the 

structure of the reconnection layer include that of Lin & Lee (1999) and Sun, Lin & Xiaogang (2005).  

Unlike the investigative work performed in this field so far, Westerberg (2007) had a broader focus 

in mind by studying the large scale effects of magnetic reconnection on the surrounding solar wind 

flow through the employment of MHD theory, MHD simulations as well as in-situ spacecraft 

measurements (Westerberg, 2007). Under the vital assumption that reconnection does occur at an 

arbitrary point along the magnetopause the implications of the process on the outer parts of the 

reconnection region were analysed and the reconnection onset mechanisms that take place in the 

diffusion region were ignored (refer to Figure 3 for a pictorial description of the global MHD region) 

(Westerberg, 2007). Therefore the diffusion area which is several orders smaller than the 

surrounding plasma flow region was not considered in the study and only the ongoing reconnection 

effects on the proximate flow region were examined (Westerberg, 2007). The thesis study of 

Westerberg (2007) was a compilation of papers [Westerberg & Åkerstedt (2005, 2006, 2007a, 

2007b, 2007c); Westerberg, Vedin, Ekenbäck, & Åkerstedt (2007) ; Westerberg, Åkerstedt, Nilsson, 

Réme, & Balogh (2008); Westerberg & Åkerstedt, Manuscript]. The scientific lpaper-compiled study 

obtained a completely new model to augment the large-scale view of reconnection effects of the 

plasma in the surrounding area of a reconnection region at the dayside magnetopause through a 
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coupling of Cluster multi-spacecraft data and several analytical two- and three- dimnesional viscous 

–resistive models (that were developed through the course of the papers)(Westerberg, 2007).  

Westerberg et al (2009) furthered the analytical research in terrestrial magnetic reconnection by 

considering the two-dimensional stationary counter part of the time-dependent MHD Riemann 

problem which had been extensively analysed earlier for reconnection in the diffusion region [e.g. 

Lin, Lee, & Kennel (1992); Lin & Lee (1993); Lin & Lee (1994); Lin & Xie (1997); Lin & Lee (1999) ; Sun, 

Lin, & Xiaogang (2005)]. The study was concerned with the 2D reconnection structure at the 

terrestrial magnetopause and with a similar wider approach as taken by Westerberg (2007) it 

investigated the effect of dissipation on the thickness of the rotational discontinuity (Alfvén  wave) 

away from the reconnection site. The study solved for the plasma flow across the transition Alfvén 

layer by combining the 2D viscous/resistive reconnection model developed by Westerberg & 

Åkerstedt (2005) with solutions for the outer magnetosheath flow based on the Petschek solution 

(Westerberg, Åkerstedt, & Taavola, 2009).  

 

 

Figure 3 MHD wave structure for steady-state magnetic reconnection at the dayside magnetopause. The 
diffusion region is characterized by the black box. This area is several orders smaller than the surrounding 
flow region. The magnetopause current layer is viewed as the first large amplitude Alfvén wave at the 
magnetopause boundary. Going from the outside in, we first have the Alfvén wave (A), a slow expansion fan 
(R⁻), a contact discontinuity (C) and a slow shock (S⁻) (Heyn et al, 1985). 

 

1.6 Significance of numerical modelling of magnetic reconnection 

With theories encompassing the slow as well as fast mechanisms by Sweet & Parker 

(1957,1958a,1958b) and Petschek (1964) respectively, the research within this field has rapidly 

progressed since then; one key incentive accounting for this accelerated growth is the increased 

computational capability allowing for more detailed and advanced numerical models to be produced 

(Westerberg, Åkerstedt, & Wiberg, 2011). In particular, possessing a first class laboratory for 

reconnection research in the form of the terrestrial magnetosphere, the joint-and highly successful-

ESA/NASA Cluster II mission has become instrumental in the comprehension of this process 
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(Westerberg, Åkerstedt, & Taavola, 2009). Therefore, nowadays reconnections research is 

conducted analytically, computationally as well as by observation (in-situ measurements) 

(Westerberg, Åkerstedt, & Taavola, 2009). The quality and capability with spacecraft observations 

has come a long way with the launch of the Cluster II mission over a decade ago and it has reached 

further heights with the THEMIS mission launched in 2007 (Westerberg, Åkerstedt, & Wiberg, 2011). 

Together, Cluster II and THEMIS create a five satellite constellation in an orbit devised for studies of 

the Sun/Earth interaction, in particular, focusing on the energy release in the magnetosphere 

(Westerberg, Åkerstedt, & Wiberg, 2011). One of the major advantages with this joint mission is the 

opportunity to gain measurements at four or five points in space simultaneously (Westerberg, 

Åkerstedt, & Wiberg, 2011). Therefore a number of studies have exploited the Cluster II armada to 

determine micro-physical intricacies related to the diffusion region as well as large scale implications 

that are concerned with reconnection (Westerberg, Åkerstedt, & Wiberg, 2011). Nevertheless, if one 

aspires to obtain the entirety of the dynamics in space that are coupled to e.g. magnetic 

reconnection then four or five data points in space are not suffice (Westerberg, Åkerstedt, & Wiberg, 

2011). Therefore, analytical and numerical models are extremely beneficial for continued progress in 

this field of research (Westerberg, Åkerstedt, & Wiberg, 2011). 

A further insight into the mechanisms that determine the reconnection process is achievable with 

the continued progress of numerical codes and computer performance (Westerberg, Åkerstedt, & 

Taavola, 2009). Palmroth et al (2004), Palmroth et al (2006) and Laitinen et al (2006) have 

successfully employed global MHD simulations to scrutinize the energy transport coupled to 

magnetic reconnection and solar wind conditions (Westerberg, Åkerstedt, & Taavola, 2009). In 

addition, Ugai (2007, 2008, 2009) recently utilized two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) 

MHD simulations to gain a more in-depth understanding into the effects of fast magnetic 

reconnection regimes (Westerberg, Åkerstedt, & Taavola, 2009). An ample amount of work has been 

done using the one-dimensional time-dependent simulations to study the MHD Riemann problem 

and thereby resolve the temporal evolution of the reconnection structure and examine the 

development of the MHD discontinuities [Eg., (Lin, Lee, & Kennel, 1992), (Lin & Lee, 1993), (Lin & 

Lee, 1994), (Lin & Xie, 1997), (Lin & Lee, 1999), (Sun, Lin, & Xiaogang, 2005)] (Westerberg, Åkerstedt, 

& Taavola, 2009). In these simulations, reconnection commences from an initial current sheet 

separating anti-parallel magnetic fields in conjunction with a forced normal component of the 

magnetic field (Westerberg, Åkerstedt, & Taavola, 2009). Additionally, these simulations comprise 

the tangential velocity shear in order to replicate plasma flows on the flank and high-latitude 

magnetopause (Westerberg, Åkerstedt, & Taavola, 2009).  

Additional advantages of using numerical simulations over in-situ measurements to examine the 

reconnection phenomenon are that controllable boundary conditions as well as repeated 

measurements are allowed in a virtual environment (Vaivads, Retinò, & André, 2009). The 

continuous appearance of reconnection at large scales has been demonstrated by more 

comprehensive studies. These studies have also shown that transient behaviour of reconnection is 

observed with higher spatial and temporal resolution (Vaivads, Retinò, & André, 2009). Therefore, 

appreciation of the temporal progression of reconnection is significant (Vaivads, Retinò, & André, 

2009). However, as a spacecraft passes through the reconnection region, the data is limited to very 

short time intervals (Vaivads, Retinò, & André, 2009). Hence, the reliance on numerical simulations 

and virtual satellite data are necessitated in order to investigate the large-scale evolution of 

reconnection (Vaivads, Retinò, & André, 2009).  
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1.7 Scope of the study 

In the study at hand, numerical simulations were employed to qualitatively analyse the plasma flow 

and magnetic field across an MHD shock structure separating magnetosheath plasma from plasma in 

the magnetosphere at the onset as well as for the duration of continuing magnetic reconnection. In 

these numerical simulations, the ideal MHD Riemann problem was solved to replicate the structure 

of the MHD shock wave created at the dayside terrestrial magnetopause.  

The numerical analysis in this study was applied to the following flows:  

• One-dimensional time-dependent compressible non-resistive/non-viscous flow  

• Two-dimensional steady-state compressible non-resistive/non-viscous flow  

The one-dimensional time-dependent Riemann problem was re-visited in this numerical study in 

order to qualitatively analyse the development of the MHD discontinuities for non-viscous and non-

resistive conditions and thereby provide further in-sight into the initial development of 

discontinuities at an arbitrary reconnection site along the terrestrial magnetopause where the 

resistivity could be considered very small or negligible in comparison to the diffusion region. 

Therefore the 1D time-dependent solution of the MHD shock structure will aid in providing a better 

comprehension of the early development of discontinuities at an arbitrary point on the terrestrial 

magnetopause transition layer in the direction of the sub-solar point towards the cusp.  

The two-dimensional steady-state Riemann problem was numerically solved to obtain the ideal MHD 

2D shock structure that is independent of time. The solution will offer a greater understanding into 

the behaviour of the plasma flow and the magnetic field across the MHD discontinuity for ongoing 

magnetic reconnection conditions that occurs at an arbitrary point on the dayside terrestrial 

magnetopause transition layer in the direction of the sub-solar point towards the cusp. The 

incomplete analytical study by Westerberg et al (2011) is a development of the work performed by 

Westerberg et al (2009) (which only considered the outer magnetosheath region). Westerberg et al 

(2011) model the full incompressible MHD shock wave structure separating plasma in the 

magnetosheath from the plasma in the magnetosphere: the Alfvén wave (rotational discontinuity), 

contact discontinuity and slow shock considering the direction from the magnetosheath to the 

magnetosphere (Westerberg, Åkerstedt, & Wiberg, 2011). However, the analysis has been hindered 

due to a lack of sufficient jump conditions required to obtain the relations between the angles of the 

discontinuities. The 2D steady-state solution for the ideal MHD shock structure obtained in this 

numerical study could provide a possible elucidation to the current setback associated with the 

theoretical study by Westerberg et al (2011).  
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2 AIMS 

• To determine the one-dimensional temporal evolution of the ideal MHD shock formed at the 

dayside terrestrial magnetopause by numerically solving the one-dimensional time-

dependent Riemann problem.  

 

• To obtain the two-dimensional steady-state solution for the ideal MHD shock structure 

formed at the dayside terrestrial magnetopause separating plasma flow in the 

magnetosheath from the plasma flow in the magnetosphere by numerically solving the two-

dimensional stationary Riemann problem.  

 

• To qualitatively compare the numerical solution obtained for the one-dimensional time-

dependent ideal MHD Riemann problem with that of ideal MHD Riemann problem for the 

two-dimensional stationary case. 
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3 METHODOLOGY 
The COMSOL Multiphysics package was utilized to conduct the one-dimensional time-dependent 

analysis as well as the two-dimensional steady-state analysis to numerically simulate an MHD shock 

structure at the onset as well as for on-going magnetic reconnection conditions. In nature, there 

exist many interactions and systems which consist of coupled phenomena, one such process being 

the ‘magnetic reconnection’ process which can be described through MHD theory. MHD studies 

involve the interaction of conducting fluids with electromagnetic fields (Zimmerman, 2006). 

COMSOL Multiphysics was the ideal software for the study at hand since it has the capability to solve 

coupled physics phenomena simultaneously (COMSOL, 2011c).  

COMSOL Multiphysics offers an interactive environment for solving systems of partial differential 

equations (PDE) (up to three dimensions) which are either supplied by a model library or can be 

prepared in general form by the user. It then internally compiles the set of PDEs describing the 

model which is then solved using the proven finite element method (FEM) (COMSOL, 2011c). The 

software runs the finite element analysis along with adaptive meshing and error control by 

employing an array of numerical solvers (COMSOL, 2011c). COMSOL Multiphsyics’ core strength lies 

in its finite element modelling of higher dimensional PDE systems (Zimmerman, 2006). The 

subsequent sub-section illustrates how COMSOL Multiphysics structures the discretization. 

 

3.1 Discretization technique in COMSOL Multiphysics 

The concept behind finite element method is to divide the computational domain Ω into sects of 

predominantly simple shapes, namely, triangles in 2D or tetrahedra in 3D (COMSOL, 2011b). 

Therefore, for the case of triangles, a mesh containing edges and nodes is created (COMSOL, 2011b). 

Then the selection for an approximate interpretation of the solution is made on the basic criterion 

that it is simple to handle while employing into the technique (COMSOL, 2011b). One easy 

representation of the solution is to characterize it as a sum of so-called basis functions that are 

piecewise linear polynomials (COMSOL, 2011b). A common form of basis function is created by 

allowing the function values be 1 at a specific node and 0 at all adjacent nodes under the supposition 

that the value reduces linearly from 1 to 0 commencing from the centre nodes to the adjacent nodes 

(COMSOL, 2011b). Two nodes are adjacent if there is an edge linking them together (COMSOL, 

2011b). Then the enumeration of the nodes in the triangular mesh from 1 to N is carried out with 

designation of the basis function as φi which corresponds to node number i (COMSOL, 2011b). In 

other words, the basis function is 1 at node i and 0 at all other nodes. The use of the basis function, 

φi,in order to approximate the real solution is discussed later on in this sub-section. Now, the steps 

described above are only the very basic steps to discretize the domain of interest Ω, however to 

discretize and approximate the solution of the entire defined system, COMSOL Multiphysics 

specifically implements the Galerkin method of weighted residuals to do so.   

The Galerkin method is the fundamental method for finite element discretization in COMSOL 

Multiphysics (COMSOL, 2011c). In COMSOL Multiphysics, all physics interface formulations and 

systems are converted to the weak form prior to them being solved with the finite element method 

(COMSOL, 2011b). Stating any constraints on the field variable in weak form is the epitome of the 

final element method (Zimmerman, 2006). The terms “weak” and “strong” arise from this 

difference: the weak formulation is a weaker condition on the solution than the strong formulation 
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(COMSOL, 2011b). For the strong form it is required that the field variables are continuous and have 

continuous partial derivatives up through the order of the equation (Zimmerman, 2006). On the 

hand, the weak form puts a weaker limit on the functions that could satisfy the constraints where 

discontinuities must be integrable (Zimmerman, 2006).  

As the starting point is the weak formulation of the problem, for the universal case, the constraints 

on the domain Ω, boundaries B, and the points P are discretized first (COMSOL, 2011b). Therefore, 

from COMSOL (2011b)  

Equation 1 

� =  ���� �	 
  
Equation 2 

� =  ���� �	 �      
Equation 3 

� =  ���� �	     
Where: 

• ���� is the vector for constraint d 

Beginning with constraints on the boundaries, B, for each mesh element in B (that is, each mesh in 

B), the Lagrange points of some order k are considered (COMSOL, 2011b). They are denoted by ����  

where m is the index of the mesh element and the discretization of the constraint is (from COMSOL 

(2011b)), 

Equation 4 

� =  ������������   
that is, it is necessary that the constraints hold pointwise at the Lagrange points (COMSOL, 2011b). 

The constraints on domain Ω, and the points P are discretized in the same manner (COMSOL, 

2011b). 

The dependent variables, ��, are estimated in the software with functions chosen in the finite 

element space(s) (COMSOL, 2011b). This implies that the dependent variables are specified in terms 

of the degrees of freedom (DOFs) as (from COMSOL (2011b)):  

Equation 5  

�� =  � ��������
�

    
Where: 

•  !��� are the basis functions for variable, ��.The sum of the basis functions are used to 

approximate the solution �. 
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• "  is the degrees of freedom vector with "!  as its components. This vector is also known as 

the solution vector since it is also the vector that requires to be computed. 

Now for the universal case inclusive of all constraints, the weak equation from COMSOL (2011b) is  

Equation 6 

� =  # $���

 %& +  # $���

� %( +  � $���


 

− # *. ,���-.���

 %& −  # *. ,���-.���

� %( − � *. ,���-.���


     
Where: 

• The integrands /�0� are the sum of all weak field entries for dimension n. They are scalar 
expressions including the dependent variables �� , �2,......., �3 as well as the test functions  4�, 42,......., 40.  

• 4 is the test function vector with 4�  as its components where l is subscript used to denote 
the dependent variable. 

• 5�!� are the Lagrange multipliers. 

• ℎ�!� are the matrices with elements ℎ�!� =  789
7:;  

 
The Galerkin method is then employed by the software to discretize the weak formulation expressed 

in Equation 6 by specifying the dependent variables in terms of the DOFs as described Equation 5 

and then estimating the test functions with the very same finite elements (from COMSOL (2011b)):  

Equation 7 

*� =  � <�������
�

 

The requirement that the weak equation holds when the test function is chosen as the basis function 

is suffice since the test functions occur linearly in the integrands of the weak equation.  Therefore, 

Equation 8 

*� =  �����    
When Equation 8 is substituted into Equation 6, this provides one equation for each node, i.  

The Lagrange multipliers are then discretized by, firstly, letting 

Equation 9 

=���%� =  �.���%�������%���>���%�� 

Where: 

• ������
 are the Lagrange points defined earlier in this sub-section 
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• ?�����
  are certain weights pertaining to the part of the modelling area being integrated.   

 
Following the substitution of Equation 8 into Equation 6, the term (from COMSOL (2011b))  
 
Equation 10 

# ��. ,���-.���
� %( 

is estimated as a sum encompassing all mesh elements in B. This sum along with the contribution 

from mesh element number m is approximated with Riemann sum. 

Equation 11 

� �� @������A . ,���-��������.������������>������
�

=  � ����������. ,���-��������
�

=�����
 

Where: 

• ?�����
 is the length (or integral of ds) over the appropriate part of the mesh element.  

 
In a similar fashion, the integral over Ω and the sum over P in Equation 6 can be approximated. 
Therefore the discretization of the entire weak equation as described in Equation 6 can be written as 
(from COMSOL (2011b)) 
 
Equation 12 

� = B − �C= 

Where: 

• D is a vector whose ith component is F /�2�G HI + F /���J HK + ∑ /�M�N  evaluated for 4� =   !���
 

• O is the vector of the discretized Lagrange multipliers, O�����
 

• PQ is a matrix whose ith row is a concatenation of the vectors   ! @������A . ℎ�����������R 

 

To sum up, the discretization of the stationary problem is 

Equation 13 

� = B��� − �C���= 

Where: 

• D is the residual vector 

• PQ is the constraint force Jacobian matrix 

• " is the solution vector 

• O is the Lagrange multiplier vector 
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The goal is to solve this system for the solution vector, " and the Lagrange multiplier vector, O. Note 

that O is redundant and COMSOL Multiphsyics solvers remove this redundancy. 

 

3.2 Model definition: one-dimensional time-dependent ideal MHD shock 

structure 

Defining  the one-dimensional time-dependent model of the ideal MHD shock structure commenced 

by characterising the equations governing the plasma flow and the magnetic field in the terrestrial 

magnetosphere. 

 

3.2.1 Governing equations of the model 

In MHD theory, the plasma is treated as a conducting fluid in the existence of magnetic and electric 

fields (Westerberg, 2007). MHD holds as a valid estimate for scales greater than approximately one 

ion radius which is the thickness of the magnetopause transition layer (Westerberg, 2007). 

The equations governing the plasma motion and magnetic field are the MHD equation of motion (for 

an inviscid flow), the induction equation, Maxwell’s equation and the continuity equation, 

respectively, in vector notation (Westerberg, 2007): 

Equation 14 

S T�UUVTW + SX�UUV . YUUVZ�UUV =  −YUUV + �.� ��UUV. YUUV��UUV 

Equation 15 

T�TW =  YUUV  × X�UUV  ×  �UUVZ + �.�\ Y��UUV 

Equation 16 

Y. �UUV = �  
Equation 17 

TSTW  + Y. �S�UUV� = � 

Where: 

• ] is the density 

• 5M is the permeability in a vacuum 

• ^ is the total pressure given by  ^ = _ +  J`
2ab , where _ is the ordinary pressure and  

J`
ab is the 

magnetic pressure. 

• �UV , cUV are the velocity and magnetic field vectors respectively. They consist of the velocity and 
magnetic field components in the x, y and z direction. 
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It was assumed that the magnetic field lines are frozen into the plasma carried by the solar wind, 

which therefore made resistivity become negligible. Thus, Equation 15 reduced to 

Equation 18 

T�TW =  YUUV  × X�UUV  ×  �UUVZ    
making the MHD set of equations including Equation 14,  Equation 16, Equation 17, and Equation 18 

the ‘ideal’ MHD equation set. It is this set of ideal MHD equations that were considered in the 

present study.  

For a two-dimensional time-dependent flow where x is normal component and z is the tangential 

component with respect to the magnetopause, the vectors , �UUUV , cUV , were defined as: 

Equation 19 

�UUV  = ���, �, �d� 

Equation 20 

�UUV = ���, �, �d� 

 

Dimensionless variables were introduced as follows: 

Equation 21 ��*e →  �� 

Equation 22 

�d*e →  �d 

Equation 23 

���g →  �� 

Equation 24 

�d�g →  �d 

Equation 25 

SSg →  S 

Equation 26 h�g�.�
→  h 
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Equation 27 

��i → � 

 

Equation 28 d�i →  d 

 

Equation 29 

e*e →  W 

Where: 

• 4j is the Alfvén velocity defined as 4j =  Jklamnm 

• co is the z-component of the magnetic field in the magnetosheath region 

• ]p is the density in the magnetosheath region  

• q is the length scale in the main flow direction z i.e. the tangential direction which in this 

case was taken to be one Earth radius, �r 

The dimensionless parameters as defined in Equation 21 to Equation 29 were applied to the ideal set 

of MHD equations defined Equation 14, Equation 16, Equation 17 and Equation 18 along with the 

substitution of Equation 19 and Equation 20 into the ideal set of MHD equations. Further expansion 

and re-arrangement of the equation set generated the following: 

Equation 30 

− TSTW −  �� TST� − S T��T� = � 

Equation 31 

− T��TW − �� T��T� − �S ThT� − �dS T�dT� = � 

Equation 32 

− T�dTW −  �� T�dT� + ��S T�dT� = � 

Equation 33 

T��TW = � 

Equation 34 
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− T�dTW − �� T�dT� − �d T��T� + �� T�dT� = � 

Equation 30 to Equation 34 were written to comply with the ‘general equation system form’ 

available in COMSOL Multiphysics and it is in this format that they were entered into the software’s 

modelling environment. In COMSOL Multiphysics, for the ‘general equation system form’, the PDEs 

are written using the following structure (from COMSOL (2011b)): 

Equation 35 

se T�tUUVTW� + %e TtUUVTW +  Y. uUUV = C �	 
 

Where: 

• vj is the mass coefficient 

• Hj is a damping coefficient or a mass coefficient  
• w is the conservative flux vector 

• x is the source tem 

• yV is the column vector whose components are the six main variables i.e. yV = [], �{, �|, _, c{ , c}]R. 

For the model at hand, the divergence of the conservative flux vector, w, was set to zero for all 

equations in the set defining the model.  

Since Equation 33 was redundant, a sixth equation was required to close the set of governing 

equations defining the current model and its five main variables, namely, ], �{, �|, _, c}. Therefore, 

the energy equation was introduced to the model’s equation set: (Westerberg & Åkerstedt, 2007c) 

Equation 36 

��hS����W = � 

Where: 

• � is the ratio of specific heats. 
 

Following expansion, substitution of Equation 19 and Equation 30 and subsequent re-arrangement in 

Equation 36, the following equation was generated: 

Equation 37 

− ThTW − �� ThT� − h� T��T� = � 

 

Equation 30 to Equation 34 and Equation 37 were derived under the constriction that only one 

spatial dimension is considered in this model. That is only the derivatives of the normal component 

(x) were taken into account while those of the tangential component (z) were ignored. These five 
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equations formed the governing set of equations that were implemented into COMSOL Multiphysics’ 

modelling environment to define the one-dimensional, time-dependent model of the ideal MHD 

shock structure. 

 

3.2.2 The Riemann problem 

In order to generate a shock wave and observe its evolution over normalised time in the COMSOL 

Multiphysics simulation environment, the Riemann problem approach was adopted. “The Riemann 

problem for a set of PDEs is an initial value problem for such PDEs in which the initial condition has a 

special form” (Toro,2001). The standard type of initial data for the Riemann problem is regarded as 

being of the piece-wise constant type (Toro, 2001). The typical Riemann problem for a one-

dimensional time-dependent PDE (as in the case of the current model) has initial data composed of 

two constant states y� (left) and y8 (right) separated by a discontinuity at a point � =  �M as shown 

in Figure 4. 

Therefore, the initial conditions are defined as from Toro (2001): 

Equation 38 

��:  t��, �� =  t���� = �tB �� � < 0t� �� � > 0� 
 

 

Figure 4 Initial data for the Riemann problem. At the initial time the data is composed of two constant states tB(left) and t� (right) separated by a discontinuity at a point  � =  � (Toro, 2009). 

A one-dimensional time-dependent Riemann type problem was generated in COMSOL Multiphysics 

using a similar methodology to that employed by the pre-configured Shock Tube model available 

through the COMSOL Multiphysics Model Library.  

 

3.2.3 Geometry, initial conditions and boundary conditions of the model 

A simple rectangular domain in the ranges -15 < x < 15 and 0 < z < 3 was created in the COMSOL 

Multiphysics modelling environment to generate the one-dimensional time-dependent model of the 

ideal MHD shock structure as pictorially depicted in Figure 5. The domain width (in the x-direction) 

was made lengthy to prevent any reflective shocks from the vertical side wall affecting the solution 

that developed about the x = 0 axis for the symmetrically divided domain. The one-dimensional 

time-dependent Riemann type problem is best represented in the x-t plane therefore the z-
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coordinate was used in fact to represent time (t) for the 2D geometry defined for the current model 

as shown in Figure 5. Therefore, the one-dimensional time-dependent Riemann problem was solved 

as a stationary problem in the x-z co-ordinate plane which represented the x-t plane. And by using 

this stationary approach to the problem, valuable model development time and computational cost 

was saved.  

Initially at time t = 0, two plasma regions were separated at x = 0 as shown in Figure 5. Plasma region 

1 and Plasma region 2 characterized the magnteosheath and magnetosphere respectively. 

Therefore, the two plasma regions were of equal size about x= 0 in the defined rectangular domain. 

These two plasma regions contained anti-parallel magnetic field components in the z direction. 

 

Figure 5 The rectangular domain in the COMSOL Multiphysics modelling environment where the one-
dimensional (space) time-dependent model of the MHD shock structure was generated. The rectangular 
domain has dimensions ranging in the x- and t-co-ordinate system as such: -15 < x < 15 and 0 < t < 3. 
Boundary 1 and Boundary 4 are indicated by the black lines. Boundary 2 and Boundary 3 are indicated by 
the red lines. The x = 0 line is indicated by the green line that separates Plasma region 1 and Plasma region 
2. (Not drawn to scale). 

At time t = 0, the jump relations for each of the plasma flow parameters and magnetic field 

components, ], �{, �|, _, c� , c}, were defined along the x co-ordinate axis on Boundary 2 (as 

depicted in Figure 5) as follow: 

  

BOUNDARY  1 BOUNDARY  4

BOUNDARY  2

BOUNDARY  3
x

t

x = 0

Plasma region 1 Plasma region 2

-15 15

0

3
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Equation 39 

���	%e�� �, W = �

��
��
��
��
��
� S = � − �[���� @�� + �A]

�� = −�. ����� ����
�d = <� [� − ���� @��A]

h = � + ����(� − �� [e� + e� ���� @��A]�
�� = �. �

�d = e� + e� ���� @��A

� 

Where: 

• �, �, �, q�, q2, c�   are constant parameters numerically defined in Table 2 

•  ¡ is the plasma beta defined as ¡ = 2a¢J`  

Note that the jump relations for ordinary pressure, _ was chosen to satisfy the total pressure P 

relationship defined in § 3.2.1. 

The flux of all plasma flow parameters and magnetic field components were set to zero at outflow 

boundaries 1 and 4. While on outflow boundary 3, the plasma flow parameters and magnetic field 

components were constrained to zero. Therefore, 

Equation 40 

���	%e�� �: 
��
�
��

S = ��� = ��d = �h = ��� = ��d = �
� 

Equation 41 

���	%e��s( � & 4 ∶  ¦. w = 0 

 

The one-dimensional time-dependent model for an ideal MHD shock structure was numerically 

simulated for two different cases, namely, symmetric and asymmetric. The two cases differ only in 

the assigned numerical values for the constant parameters employed in the equation set for the 

model (see §3.2.1) as well as for the jump relations of the variables defining the plasma flow and 

magnetic field components along Boundary 2 (see Equation 39).  The parameter values for the two 

different cases are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2 Numerical values of the constant parameters employed in the equation set of the model as well as 
the jump relations along Boundary 2 of the variables defining the plasma flow and magnetic field 
components 

Parameter 
Parameter 
Description 

Symmetric Asymmetric 

γ 
Heat specific 

ratio 
5/3 5/3 

β Plasma Beta 0.8 0.8 

��( 

c�  = cp  i.e. 
constant 

magnetic field 
component in  

the 
magnetosheath 

region  

-1 -1 

��(h, 

Constant 
magnetic field 
component in 

the 
magnetosphere 

region 

1 1.1 

e� 
q�= 0.5�c� +  c� ¢¨� 

0 0.05 

e� 
q2= −0.5� c� −  c�(h,� 

1 1.05 

α 
Coefficient in 

density, ρ, 
jump relation 

0 0.2 

V 
Coefficient in uz 

velocity jump 
relation 

0 0.5 

Є 

The angle 
between two 

MHD 
discontinuities 

0.001 0.001 

 

 

3.2.4 Convergence and stability of the numerical scheme 

The set of equations defining the model are nonlinear (see §3.2.1) and therefore like most nonlinear 

problems were difficult to solve. In numerous other instances where a non-linear system of 

equations is involved, a distinctive solution may not even exist (COMSOL, 2011a). Therefore, for the 

model at hand, a stabilization technique was implemented in order to facilitate convergence of the 

numerical scheme. As the equation set for the model contained the Euler equation of motion (see 

Equation 31 & Equation 32) and the energy equation (see Equation 37) which are both convection 

dominated equations, it was supposed that the numerical scheme would become unstable due to 

the presence of the convective terms. The Galerkin Finite Element Method is dissociated from the 

best approximation property which it is known to hold in the case of self-adjoint (symmetric) 

operators  when convective terms are present (Kuzmin,2010). As the technique of Galerkin 
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discretization for convective terms is similar to the central difference approximation, it has 

susceptible to spurious oscillations, also known as wiggles (Kuzmin,2010). Now for the generic scalar 

convection-diffusion transport equation from COMSOL (2011b) is  

Equation 42 

T�TW +  �. ©� =  ©. �ª©�� +  C 

Where: 

• ¡ is the convective velocity vector  

• « is the diffusion coefficient 

• � is a transported scalar 

• x is a source term 

A numerical problem that involves a convection-diffusion type equation becomes unstable when 

discretizing using Galerkin method for an element Péclet number (^v) larger than one: 

Equation 43 

s =  | �|,�ª > 1 

Where: 

• ℎ is the mesh element size. 

The Péclet number is a degree of the relative significance of the convective effects weighed against 

the diffusive effects (COMSOL, 2011b).1 

Provided diffusion exits, there is -at least in theory- a mesh resolution further than which the 

discretization is stable (COMSOL, 2011b). This implies that by means of mesh refinement, the 

spurious fluctuations could be eliminated (COMSOL, 2011b). However, for this method to work a 

very fine mesh would be required which would come at the expense of computational time 

(COMSOL, 2011b). Therefore, conventionally stabilization methods that add artificial diffusion are 

opted for instead of the dense mesh technique (COMSOL, 2011b). Therefore, artificial diffusion 

techniques add terms to the transport equations by introducing numerical diffusion to stabilize the 

solution (COMSOL, 2011b). 

In order to stabilize the solution for the model at hand, the streamline diffusion method available in 

COMSOL Multiphysics was employed. Through this method the retrieval of the streamline upwind 

Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) as well as the functionality from the Galerkin least-squares (GLS) method is 

possible (COMSOL, 2011b). In COMSOL Multiphysics, the streamline diffusion stabilization is GLS but 

devoid of any viscous terms in the test operator present in the stabilization term (COMSOL, 2011b). 

The GLS has an order of accuracy of ®�ℎ¢¯�/2��, where p ≥1 is the order of the basis functions and it 

is also a consistent method (COMSOL, 2011b). A consistent stabilization technique is one which 

                                                           
1 Note that the method by which COMSOL Multiphysics calculated the Péclet number for the coupled system of PDEs 
defining the current model was not known as it was beyond the scope of this study. It is only described here for the 
purpose of further illustrating why the specific type of stabilization technique was opted for the problem at hand. 
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includes numerical diffusion in such an approach that if the transported scalar, u, is an exact solution 

to Equation 42, then it is the solution to the problem with numerical diffusion as well (COMSOL 

2011b). In other words, the numerical solution is nearer to the exact solution with a consistent 

method since it provides less numerical diffusion than an inconsistent technique (COMSOL, 2011b). 

For a further qualitative description as well as the numerical formulation of the method refer to 

Codina (1998). 

Streamline diffusion was executed in COMSOL Multiphsyics by taking each of the original equations 

defining the model (see §3.2.1) to create a test function corresponding to each equation and 

thereby replacing the first-order derivatives with the corresponding test functions (COMSOL, 2011a). 

The result was then multiplied by δh (where ±  is the streamline diffusion weight factor) and the 

original set of equations to obtain a new set of equations for the inclusion of the streamline diffusion 

contribution (COMSOL, 2011a). The weak form of the model’s equation set was defined as follows:  

Equation 44 

²,�− TS³TW − �� TS³T� − S T��́T� ��TSTW + �� TST� + S T��T� � = � 

Equation 45 

², µ− T��́TW −  �� T��́T� − �S Th³T� − �dS T�d¶T� · �T��TW +  �� T��T� + �S ThT� +  �dS T�dT� � = � 

Equation 46 

², µ− T�d́TW − �� T�d́T� + ��S T�d¶T� · �T�dTW +  �� T�dT� − ��S T�dT� � = � 

Equation 47 

², µ− T�d¶TW − �� T�d¶T� − �d T��́T� + �� T�d́T� · �T�dTW + �� T�dT� + �d T��T� − �� T�dT� � = � 

Equation 48 

², ¸− Th³TW − �� Th³T� − h� T��́T� ¹ �ThTW +  �� ThT� + h� T��T� � = � 

 

The test functions are denoted in Equation 44 to Equation 48 with the hat symbol. The value of ± 

was taken to be 1. 

 

3.2.5 Solving the model 

The discretization technique illustrated in §3.1 is also applicable to nonlinear problems as in the case 

of the study at hand. The typical method implemented by COMSOL Multipyshics in such cases is a 

nonlinear iteration algorithm for which each iteration step consists of solving a linearized weak form 

of the original nonlinear equations in a similar fashion as the described technique in §3.1 (COMSOL, 

2011b). Therefore, in this study the weak form equations, namely, Equation 44 to Equation 48 were 
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solved using this methodology as a stationary nonlinear problem since the time, ’t’, was 

characterized by the ‘z-‘ coordinate axis in x-z co-ordinate system as mentioned previously.  

In order to obtain high resolution simulation results which enable to easily discern the various 

features of the solution, a more accurate solution to the problem was obtained by employing an 

adaptive solver algorithm available in COMSOL Multiphsyics. This algorithm aids in improving the 

solution accuracy by means of adapting the mesh to the problem’s physical behaviour (COMSOL, 

2011c). The final solution using the adaptive solver algorithm was obtained after five mesh 

refinement iterations with the error estimate computed using the D2 norm function and the mesh 

refined only along the longest edge of each element. 

The D2 norm error estimate depends on an assumption that the estimate of the PDE problem has 

sound stability (COMSOL, 2011b). This assumption makes it possible to demonstrate that there is a 

constant, C in the lth equation for which the D2norm of the error, v�satisfies: 

Equation 49 

ºs�º ≤ �º,t�S�º 

Where: 

• ℎ is the mesh element size  

• y� is the stability estimate derivative order 

• ]� is the residual in the lth equation 

The adaptive solver algorithm uses the following D2 error indicator from COMSOL (2011b) which is: 

Equation 50 

¼# � (���
�
 ,�t�|S�|�%&½

��
 

Where: 

• K� is the scaling factor 

The default values in COMSOL Multiphysics were used for K� and y�, where K� = 1 and y� = 2. 

The different types of meshing used to discretize the system for both,  the stationary nonlinear 

solver algorithm as well as the adaptive solver algorithm is pictorially illustrated in Figure 6. Figure 6 

exemplifies the difference between using the original mesh employed by the nonlinear stationary 

solver which was created using the physics-controlled meshing sequence and the new mesh which 

was created by employing the adaptive mesh solver. Unlike the adaptive mesh solver that uses 

numerical error estimates to adapt the mesh to the way the problem physically conducts itself, the 

physics-controlled meshing sequence is designed to automatically resolve size attributes and 

sequence operations for adapted-mesh building by merely observing the physics defining the 

problem (COMSOL, 2011a). It can be clearly noted from Figure 6 that the adaptive mesh refinement 

technique supersedes the physics-controlled meshing sequence in resolving the shock wave 
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structure in the pre-defined rectangular domain by using finer mesh elements in the vicinity of the 

shock structure and larger mesh elements away from the shock structure. 

In order to speed up the iteration process of the solvers and thereby obtain the converged solution 

more quickly, the initial guesses for the iterative process were chosen such that they corresponded 

to the jump relations defined on boundary 2 for the plasma parameters and magnetic field 

components. The initial guesses for each of the five dependent variables of the model were defined 

as follows: 

Equation 51 

�	�W�e� ¿�s((

��
��
�
��
�� S = � − �[���� @�� + �A]

�� = −�. ����� ����
�d = <� [� − ���� @��A]

h = � + ����(� − �� [e� + e� ���� @��A]�
�d = ���� @��A

� 

 

 

Figure 6 The two different meshes created for the two different types of mesh sequences, namely, ‘phsyics-
controlled’ and ‘adaptive mesh refinement’ for discretizing the one-dimensional time-dependent model for 
the ideal MHD shock structure in the pre-defined rectangular domain. Top mesh created using ‘Physics-
controlled meshing’ sequence available in COMSOL Multiphysics. Bottom mesh created using the ‘Adaptive 
mesh refinement’ feature available in COMSOL Multiphsyics.  

 

3.3 Model definition: two-dimensional steady-state ideal MHD shock 
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state flow in two dimensions, namely, the normal x and tangential z directions (with respect to the 

magnetopause direction) ,  the equations defining the two-dimensional steady-state model were 

obtained and written so as to comply with the  COMSOL Multiphysics ‘general equation system 

form’ for the six dependent variables, ], �{ , �|, _, c{ , c}, as follows:  

Equation 52 

− �� TST� − �d TSTd −  S T��T� −  S T�dTd = � 

Equation 53 

− �� T��T� −  �d T��Td − �S ThT� + �dS T��Td −  �dS T�dT� = � 

Equation 54 

− �� T�dT�  −  �d T�dTd − �S ThTd + ��S T�dT� − ��S T��Td  = � 

Equation 55 

−�� T��T� + �d T��Td −  �d T��Td −  �� T�dTd = � 

Equation 56 

−�� T�dT� − �d T��T�  − �d T�dTd + �� T�dT� = � 

Equation 57 

− �� ThT�  − �d ThTd − h��T��T� +  T�dTd �  = � 

These six equations from Equation 52 to Equation 57 formed the governing set of equations that 

were implemented into COMSOL Multiphysics’ modelling environment to define the two-

dimensional, steady-state model of the ideal MHD shock structure. Since the set of equations for the 

two-dimensional model were nonlinear as well, stabilization in the form of artificial diffusion was 

implemented for convergence purposes and to enable COMSOL Multiphysics to discretize and solve 

the nonlinear problem at hand with the linearized weak form of the original equations as previously 

done with the one-dimensional model (see §3.2.4 and §3.2.5). Therefore, the weak form of the 

governing equations of the two-dimensional, steady-state model were obtained to be as follows: 

Equation 58 

², ¸− �� TS³T� −  �d TS³Td −  S T��́T� −  S T�d́Td ¹ ��� TST� +  �d TSTd +  S T��T� +  S T�dTd � = � 

Equation 59 

 
², µ− �� T��́T� −  �d T��́Td − �S Th³T� + �dS T��¶Td − �dS T�d¶T� · � �� T��T� + �d T��Td + �S ThT� − �dS T��Td + �dS T�dT� � = � 
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Equation 60 

², µ− �� T�d́T�  − �d T�d́Td − �S Th³Td + ��S T�d¶T� − ��S T��¶Td  · ��� T�dT� +  �d T�dTd + �S ThTd − ��S T�dT� + ��S T��Td  � = � 

Equation 61 

²,�−�� T��¶T� + �d T��́Td  − �d T��¶Td −  �� T�d́Td ���� T��T� − �d T��Td + �d T��Td +  �� T�dTd � = � 

Equation 62 

 
², µ−�� T�d¶T� − �d T��́T�  − �d T�d¶Td + �� T�d́T� · ��� T�dT� + �d T��T� + �d T�dTd − �� T�dT� � = � 

Equation 63 

², À− �� Th³T�  −  �d Th³Td − h� ¸T��́T� +  T�d́Td ¹Á À �� ThT� +  �d ThTd + h� ¸T��T� +  T�dTd ¹Á = � 

 

The test functions are denoted in Equation 58 to Equation 63 with the hat symbol. The value of ± 

was taken to be 1. 

Although the main purpose of solving the current model was to obtain the steady-state solution of 

the ideal MHD shock for the two-dimensional problem in the normal (x) and tangential (z) directions; 

using the stationary non-linear solver as done for the one-dimensional problem proved to be 

insufficient for obtaining the converged solution. Therefore, the system was iterated in normalized 

time in the COMSOL Mutliphysics simulation environment by introducing the time derivatives to the 

steady-state governing equations of the model and it solved the unsteady problem until a converged 

steady-state solution was obtained after six normalized time units with a time-step of 0.1. The 

discretization of a time-dependent problem is similar to the stationary problem as described in §3.1 

(COMSOL , 2011b):  

Equation 64 

� = B��, �Â , �Ã , W� − �C��, W�= 

Where ", O are now time-dependent.  

Therefore, the solution to the two-dimensional, steady-state ideal Riemann problem was obtained 

using a time-dependent solver algorithm to resolve the system of the linearized weak equations of 

the model.  

In order to improve the accuracy of the solution to the problem, the adaptive solver algorithm was 

also implemented but with only two mesh refinement iterations as opposed to five refinements 

conducted in the one-dimensional model in §3.2. The reason for this was the fact that the two-

dimensional model was solved as a time-dependent problem as opposed to a stationary problem 

and with limited computational processing power available it was very computationally expensive to 

do so.  
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The same initial guesses for the dependent variables defined to speed up the iterative process 

employed while solving the one-dimensional problem were used for the two-dimensional problem 

as well. However these initial guesses were used as initial conditions (t = 0) for the dependent 

variables because the system was solved as a time-dependent problem and not a stationary 

problem. 

The two-dimensional Riemann problem was defined in a similar rectangular domain as done for the 

one-dimensional problem in §3.2 but with a much smaller width along the x-co-ordinate axis ranging 

from only -3 < x < 3. This was done to eliminate the perturbations arising and developing along the 

domain width in the x-direction and thereby reducing its effect on the solution of ideal MHD shock 

structure.  The range for the height of the rectangular domain along the z-co-ordinate axis ranged 

from 0 < z < 3. 

The constraints on the four boundaries of the rectangular domain defined for the two-dimensional 

model were the same as those for the one-dimensional problem stated in §3.2.3. The two-

dimensional model was also run for symmetric and asymmetric cases as done for the one-

dimensional model.  
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4 RESULTS 

4.1 Symmetric case: one-dimensional time-dependent model and two- 

dimensional steady-state model for the ideal MHD shock  

In this sub-section the simulation results for the symmetric case for both the one-dimensional time-

dependent model (hereon will be referred to as 1D model) and two-dimensional steady-state model 

(hereon referred to as 2D model) are presented.  For the symmetric case, the two plasma regions, 

Plasma region 1 and Plasma region 2, separated by the x =0 axis as shown in Figure 5 had uniform 

conditions with no plasma velocity flow in the tangential (z) direction, exact anitparallel magnetic 

fields in the tangential direction (z) and the total pressure relation, ^ = _ +  J`
2ab = «Ä¦KÅq¦Å 

satisfied for jump relations defined on boundary 2. Please refer to the boundary conditions and 

parameters in §3.2.3. The magnetosheath region is characterized by Plasma region 1 (for x <0) while 

the magnetosphere region by Plasma region 2 (for x > 0) for the defined rectangular domain for the 

both the 1D model and the 2D model. The terrestrial magnetopause transition layer is characterized 

by the x = 0 axis.  

The simulation results for the five main variables, ], �{, �|, _, c} for the 1D model are shown in 

Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9 and the left column of Figure 13. The presence of four clear 

discontinuities can be noted from the surface plot of the variables. The four discontinuities present 

are a symmetric pair of slow shocks and a symmetric pair of fast shocks that occur about the x = 0 

axis. Note that shocks can be classified into three types, slow, intermediate and fast depending on 

their propagation speeds (Gurnett & Bhattacharjee, 2005). The pair of fast shocks propagate the 

fastest away from the x = 0 axis. The plasma density increases across MHD shocks, and the normal 

component of plasma flow velocity decreases (Lin & Lee, 1993). This feature is clearly observed in 

Figure 7, Figure 8 and Figure 13 for both sets of shocks occurring on both sides of the x = 0 axis.  

There is a spike at x = 0 for plasma density plots that resembles the non-propagating contact 

discontinuity; however there is no change in the density across this ‘spike’ and therefore it does not 

satisfy condition for the contact discontinuity (see Table 1). The contact discontinuity links two 

plasma regions with different densities and since for the symmetric case both plasma regions on 

either side of the x = 0 axis are uniform, the spike could be attributed to a perturbation associated 

with the numerical scheme used to solve the Riemann problem in this study. In particular, this 

oscillation may also be occurring due the streamline diffusion technique applied for stabilization 

purposes for solving the non-linear problem at hand which is known to produce local oscillations at 

sharp gradients near the boundaries (COMSOL, 2011b). 

On comparing, the 1D model results obtained here with those obtained by Lin & Lee (1993) for one-

dimensional ideal MHD Riemann problem, the results match each other with only a symmetric pair 

of slow shocks produced about the x = 0 axis for the symmetric case of uniform plasma and exactly 

antiparallel magnetic fields (in the tangential z direction).  The symmetric pair of fast shocks present 

in the 1D simulation in this study results is not observed in that of Lin & Lee (1993) because the 

domain width along the x-co-ordinate axis for the 1D model in this study is much greater than that of 

the 1D model in Lin & Lee (1993).  

The simulation results for the six main variables ], �{ , �|, _, c�,c} for the 2D model are shown in 

Figure 10, Figure 11, Figure 12 and the right column of Figure 13. The presence of two discontinuities 
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can be observed from the surface plots the variables. A symmetric pair of slow shocks propagating 

on either side of the x = 0 is noted with an increase in the plasma density and decrease in the plasma 

normal velocity component across the shocks on either side of the x = 0 axis. Once again, the 

symmetric pair of fast shocks present in the 1D simulation results is not observed in that of the 2D 

model because the domain width along the x-co-ordinate axis for the 1D model is much greater than 

that of the 2D model and with a smaller width for the 2D model they quickly propagate out of the 

domain. Therefore, the solution for both, the 1D time-dependent model as well as the 2D steady-

state model in this study for the symmetric case produce the same type of discontinuities for the 

same jump conditions and boundary conditions.  

By observing the streamlines present in the surface plots of the two velocity components, normal (x) 

and tangential (z) (see Figure 11), it can be noted that the plasma flows in from the two side 

boundaries of the domain i.e. boundary 1 and boundary 4 (as defined in Figure 5) and it flows out of 

the domain through the region encompassed by the pair of slow shocks with only a large tangential 

(z) velocity and no normal velocity component. It is in this same region between the slow shocks that 

the magnetic field lines reconnect (see Figure 10). This occurrence of high speed plasma accelerating 

away from the reconnection point that occur at x = 0, z = 0 agrees with the theory presented in §1.2. 

It should be noted that the streamlines are comprised of the total velocity of the two components, 

normal and tangential. The tangential velocity remains zero with only normal component of the 

plasma velocity present up onto the fast shock.  

 



 

 

Figure 7  The surface plots in the x-t co-ordinate system for the magnetic field in the tangential direction (z), Bz , (top plot) and the plasma velocity in the normal 
direction (x) , ux, (bottom plot) for the simulation of the one dimensional time-dependent model of the ideal MHD shock under the symmetric conditions of uniform 
plasma parameters and exactly antiparallel magnetic fields (in the tangential z-direction) on either side of the x = 0 axis. The presence of a pair of symmetric slow 
shocks (SS) and a pair of symmetric fast shocks (FS) can be noted in the solution for the ideal 1D time-dependent MHD Riemann problem.  
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Figure 8 The surface plots in the x-t co-ordinate system for the plasma velocity in the tangential direction (z) , uz, (top plot) and the plasma density, ρ, (bottom plot) for 
the simulation of the one dimensional time-dependent model of the ideal MHD shock under the symmetric conditions of uniform plasma parameters and exactly 
antiparallel magnetic fields (in the tangential z-direction) on either side of the x = 0 axis. The presence of a pair of symmetric slow shocks (SS) and a pair of symmetric 
fast shocks (FS) can be noted in the solution for the ideal 1D time-dependent MHD Riemann problem.   
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Figure 9 The surface plot in the x-t co-ordinate system for the plasma pressure, p, for the simulation of the one dimensional time-dependent model of the ideal MHD 
shock under the symmetric conditions of uniform plasma parameters and exactly antiparallel magnetic fields (in the tangential z-direction) on either side of the x = 0 
axis. The presence of a pair of symmetric slow shocks (SS) and a pair of symmetric fast shocks (FS) can be noted in the solution for the ideal 1D time-dependent MHD 
Riemann problem.  
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Figure 10  The surface plots in the x-z co-ordinate system for the magnetic field in the normal direction (x), 
Bx , (top plot) and the magnetic field  in the tangential direction (z) , Bz, (bottom plot) for the simulation of 
the two dimensional steady-state model of the ideal MHD shock under the symmetric conditions of uniform 
plasma parameters and exactly antiparallel magnetic fields (in the tangential z-direction) on either side of 
the x = 0 axis. The presence of a pair of symmetric slow shocks (SS) and can be noted in the solution for the 
ideal 2D steady-state MHD Riemann problem.  
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Figure 11 The surface plots in the x-z co-ordinate system for the plasma velocity in the normal direction (x), 
ux , (top plot) and the plasma velocity in the tangential direction (z) , uz, (bottom plot) for the simulation of 
the two dimensional steady-state model of the ideal MHD shock under the symmetric conditions of uniform 
plasma parameters and exactly antiparallel magnetic fields (in the tangential z-direction) on either side of 
the x = 0 axis. The presence of a pair of symmetric slow shocks (SS) and can be noted in the solution for the 
ideal 2D steady-state MHD Riemann problem. 
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Figure 12 The surface plots in the x-z co-ordinate system for the plasma density, ρ , (top plot) and the plasma 
pressure, p, (bottom plot) for the simulation of the two dimensional steady-state model of the ideal MHD 
shock under the symmetric conditions of uniform plasma parameters and exactly antiparallel magnetic 
fields (in the tangential z-direction) on either side of the x = 0 axis. There is a pair of symmetric slow shocks 
(SS) present in the solution for plasma pressure and plasma density of the ideal 2D steady-state MHD 
Riemann problem. 
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Figure 13 A comparison of the simulation results of the 1D model and 2D model for the symmetric case with 
uniform plasma parameters and exactly anti-parallel magnetic fields in the tangential (z) direction on either 
side of the x = 0 axis. Shown in the left column are spatial profiles of S, ��, �d, h, �Æ,�Ç  as a function of x for 
the last time step, t = 3 for the one-dimensional time-dependent model. The right column shows the spatial 
profiles of various quantities as a function of x at z = 3 of the two-dimensional steady-state model. 
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4.2 Asymmetric case: one-dimensional time-dependent model and two-

dimensional steady-state model for the ideal MHD shock 

In this sub-section the simulation results for the asymmetric case for both the one-dimensional time-

dependent model and two-dimensional steady-state model are presented.  For the asymmetric case, 

the two plasma regions, Plasma region 1 and Plasma region 2, separated by the x =0 axis as shown in 

Figure 5 had non-uniform plasma conditions with anitparallel magnetic fields with different 

magnitude in the tangential direction (z) as defined in Table 2 with the total pressure relation, ^ =
_ + J`

2ab = «Ä¦KÅq¦Å satisfied for the jump relations defined on boundary 2. Please refer to §3.2.3 

for definition of the boundary conditions and parameters. The magnetosheath region is 

characterized by Plasma region 1 (for x <0) while the magnetosphere region by Plasma region 2 (for x 

> 0) for the defined rectangular domain for both the 1D model and the 2D model. The terrestrial 

magnetopause transition layer is characterized by the x = 0 axis.  

The simulation results for the five main variables, ], �{, �|, _, c} for the 1D model are shown in 

Figure 14, Figure 15, Figure 16 and the left column of Figure 20. The presence of five clear 

discontinuities can be noted from the surface plot of the variables. The five discontinuities present 

are an asymmetric pair of slow shocks and an asymmetric pair of fast shocks that occur about the x = 

0 axis and the contact discontinuity which can be observed in the plasma density plots in Figure 15 

and Figure 20. As mentioned in §4.1, the plasma density increases across MHD shocks, and the 

normal component of plasma flow velocity decreases (Lin & Lee, 1993). This feature is clearly 

observed in Figure 14, Figure 15 and Figure 20 for both sets of shocks occurring on both sides of the 

x = 0 axis. The pair of fast shocks propagate the fastest away from the x = 0 axis.  

The contact discontinuity links two plasma regions with different densities but conserves pressure, 

magnetic field, and plasma flow velocity (Lin & Lee, 1993). The conditions that characterize a contact 

discontinuity are provided in Table 1. Therefore, only the density can change across this 

discontinuity to compensate for the unchanged pressure and thereby satisfy the equation of state 

with a corresponding change in temperature. This feature can be clearly noted in the simulations 

results of the asymmetric case of the 1D model. 

The simulation results for the six main variables, ], �{ , �|, _, c�,c} for the 2D model are shown in 

Figure 17, Figure 18, Figure 19 and the right column of Figure 20. The presence of three 

discontinuities can be observed from the surface plots the variables.  The three discontinuities 

present are an asymmetric pair of slow shocks that occur about the x = 0 axis and the contact 

discontinuity which can be observed in the plasma density plots in Figure 19 and Figure 20. 

The asymmetric pair of fast shocks present in the 1D simulation results is not observed in that of the 

2D model because the domain width along the x-co-ordinate axis for the 1D model is much greater 

than that of the 2D model.  Therefore, both the solution of 1D and 2D model in this study for the 

asymmetric case produce the same type of discontinuities. 

By observing the streamlines present in the surface plots of the two velocity components, normal (x) 

and tangential (z) (see Figure 18), it can be noted that the plasma flows in from the two boundaries 

of the domain i.e. boundary 1, and boundary 4 (as defined in Figure 5) and it flows out of the domain 

through the region encompassed by the pair of slow shocks. It is in this same region between the 

slow shocks that the magnetic field lines reconnect (see Figure 17). However, unlike for the 
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symmetric case in §4.1 where the plasma velocity in the regions away from the slow shock on both 

sides of the x = 0 axis was only comprised of the normal component, in the asymmetric case, there is 

a large component of the tangential velocity present as well but only on the magnetosheath side (x < 

0).  From the theory it is known, magnetic field strength in the magnetosheath is usually smaller 

than that in the magnetosphere, and the plasma density in the magnetosheath is higher than that in 

the magnetosphere. This condition was accounted for in the asymmetric model in this study (see 

Table 2) with c� ¢¨ = 1.1 c�  and ]� ¢¨ =  0.6]� . Thus the increased plasma density on the 

magnetosheath side compresses the weaker magnetic field present in the region (as seen in Figure 

17) and this causes the asymmetric grouping of the discontinuities across the x = 0 axis (which 

characterized the magnetopause in the model at hand). The greater plasma density on the 

magnetosheath side causes the plasma to flow in both directions, normal and tangential in the 

magnetosheath region away from the magnetopause.  In this asymmetric case as well, the plasma 

flows out of the domain from the region encompassed by the asymmetric pair of slow shocks with a 

small component of the normal velocity present.  

For MHD shocks and the contact discontinuity to exist, the magnitude of the magnetic field in the 

normal (x) direction must be non-zero (Lin & Lee, 1993) which was the case for this study with Bx = 

0.3. Therefore, when applied to the Earth's magnetosphere, MHD shocks and the contact 

discontinuity may be present at the magnetopause-boundary layer region with magnetic 

reconnection. 

 

 

 

  

  



 
 

Figure 14 The surface plots in the x-t co-ordinate system for the magnetic field in the tangential direction (z), Bz, (top plot) and the plasma velocity in the normal 
direction (x) , ux, (bottom plot) for the simulation of the one dimensional time-dependent model of the ideal MHD shock under the asymmetric conditions of plasma 
parameters and antiparallel magnetic fields (in the tangential z-direction) on either side of the x = 0 axis. The presence of a pair of asymmetric slow shocks (SS) and a 
pair of asymmetric fast shocks (FS) about the x = 0 axis can be noted in the solution for the ideal 1D time-dependent MHD Riemann problem.  
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Figure 15 The surface plots in the x-t co-ordinate system for the plasma velocity in the tangential direction (z) , uz, (top plot) and the plasma density, ρ, (bottom plot) for 
the simulation of the one dimensional time-dependent model of the ideal MHD shock under the asymmetric conditions of plasma parameters and antiparallel magnetic 
fields (in the tangential z-direction) on either side of the x = 0 axis. The presence of a pair of asymmetric slow shocks (SS) and a pair of asymmetric fast shocks (FS) about 
the x = 0 axis can be noted in the solution for the ideal 1D time-dependent MHD Riemann problem. The presence of the fifth discontinuity, the contact discontinuity, 
can be clearly noted in the density, ρ, plot.  
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Figure 16 The surface plot in the x-t co-ordinate system for the plasma pressure, p, for the simulation of the one dimensional time-dependent model of the ideal MHD 
shock under the asymmetric conditions of plasma parameters and antiparallel magnetic fields (in the tangential z-direction) on either side of the x = 0 axis. The 
presence of a pair of asymmetric slow shocks (SS) and a pair of asymmetric fast shocks (FS) about the x = 0 axis can be noted in the solution for the ideal 1D time-
dependent MHD Riemann problem.  
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Figure 17 The surface plots in the x-z co-ordinate system for the magnetic field in the normal direction (x), Bx, 

(top plot) and the magnetic field in the tangential direction (z) , Bz, (bottom plot) for the simulation of the 
two dimensional steady-state model of the ideal MHD shock under the asymmetric conditions of plasma 
parameters and antiparallel magnetic fields (in the tangential z-direction) on either side of the x = 0 axis. The 
presence of a pair of asymmetric slow shocks (SS) and can be noted in the solution for the ideal 2D steady-
state MHD Riemann problem.  
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Figure 18 The surface plots in the x-z co-ordinate system for the plasma velocity in the normal direction (x), 
ux , (top plot) and the plasma velocity in the tangential direction (z) , uz, (bottom plot) for the simulation of 
the two dimensional steady-state model of the ideal MHD shock under the asymmetric conditions of plasma 
parameters and antiparallel magnetic fields (in the tangential z-direction) on either side of the x = 0 axis. The 
presence of a pair of asymmetric slow shocks (SS) and can be noted in the solution for the ideal 2D steady-
state MHD Riemann problem. 
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Figure 19 The surface plots in the x-z co-ordinate system for the plasma density, ρ , (top plot) and the plasma 
pressure, p, (bottom plot) for the simulation of the two dimensional steady-state model of the ideal MHD 
shock under the asymmetric conditions of plasma parameters and antiparallel magnetic fields (in the 
tangential z-direction) on either side of the x = 0 axis. There is a pair of asymmetric slow shocks (SS) present 
in the solution for plasma pressure and plasma density of the ideal 2D steady-state MHD Riemann problem. 
The presence of the contact discontinuity can also be noted in the plasma density plot.  
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Figure 20 A comparison of the simulation results of the 1D model and 2D model for the asymmetric case with 
non-uniform plasma parameters and anti-parallel magnetic fields in the tangential (z) direction about the x = 
0 axis. Shown in the left column are spatial profiles of S, ��, �d, h, �Æ,�Ç  as a function of x for the last time 
step, t = 3 for the one-dimensional time-dependent model. The right column shows the spatial profiles of 
various quantities as a function of x at z = 3 of the two-dimensional steady-state model. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
The one-dimensional time-dependent and two-dimensional steady-state ideal MHD Riemann 

problem was solved numerically to obtain the structures of the discontinuities that arise at the 

terrestrial magnetopause boundary layer that separates the plasma in the magnetosphere from the 

plasma in the magnetopause. Both models were solved for the symmetric and asymmetric case.  

For the symmetric case,  two plasma region of equal size in the defined rectangular domain were  

separated at the x =0 axis (characterizing  the magnetopause) with uniform plasma parameter 

conditions, no plasma velocity flow in the tangential (z) direction and exact anitparallel magnetic 

fields in the tangential direction (z) and the total pressure relation, ^ = _ +  J`
2ab = «Ä¦KÅq¦Å 

satisfied for jump relations. Four discontinuities were obtained in the solution for the 1D model 

which was a pair of symmetric slow shocks and a pair of symmetric fast shocks. These results are in 

agreement with solution obtained by Lin & Lee (1993) for a similar 1D Riemann problem with 

symmetric conditions. The same types of discontinuities observed in the 1D model were obtained in 

the solution for the two-dimensional steady-state model for the symmetric case in this study.   

As done in the symmetric case, for the asymmetric case as well, two plasma regions of equal size in 

the defined rectangular domain were separated at the x = 0 axis (characterizing  the magnetopause) 

with non-uniform plasma conditions, anitparallel magnetic fields of different magnitude in the 

tangential direction (z) and  with the total pressure relation,  ^ = _ +  J`
2ab = «Ä¦KÅq¦Å satisfied for 

the jump relations. Five discontinuities were found to exist in the solution of the 1D model which 

was a pair of asymmetric slow shocks, a pair of asymmetric fast shocks and a contact discontinuity. 

The condition in the terrestrial magnetosphere whereby, the magnetic field strength in the 

magnetosheath region (c� � is usually smaller than that in the magnetosphere region (c� ¢¨) and 

the plasma density in the magnetosheath (]� � is higher than that in the magnetosphere (]� ¢¨� 

was accounted for in this study with  c� ¢¨ = 1.1 c�  and ]� ¢¨ =  0.6]� . This causes the 

asymmetric grouping of the discontinuities across the x = 0 axis. The same types of discontinuities 

observed in the 1D model were obtained in the solution for the two-dimensional steady-state model 

for the asymmetric case in this study.   

When the results obtained in this study are applied to the Earth's magnetosphere, MHD shocks and 

the contact discontinuity may be present at the magnetopause-boundary layer region with magnetic 

reconnection and a non-zero normal (x- direction) component of the magnetic field (in this case Bx= 

0.3). Therefore, magnetic reconnection can occur under ideal MHD conditions devoid of resistivity 

and viscosity at an arbitrary point along the dayside magnetopause transition layer with the 

formation of five discontinuities about this layer for asymmetric conditions similar to those that are 

present in the terrestrial magnetosphere.  
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6 FUTURE WORK 

6.1 Numerical approach  

• When the plasma flow reaches the terrestrial magnetopause boundary it starts to flow 

tangentially along the boundary layer in both the, north and south directions of the 

reconnection point. In this study only the discontinuities that occur north of the 

reconnection site were modelled i.e. discontinuities that occur above the z = 0 co-ordinate 

axis in an x-z co-ordinate system. Therefore, the two-dimensional steady-state model 

created in this study could be furthered by including the plasma flow and magnetic fields 

below the z = 0 axis.  

• Both models created in this study, the one-dimensional time-dependent and two-

dimensional steady-state, could be extended by including resistivity and viscosity and 

thereby observe the discontinuities that occur under the new conditions and compare it 

with the theory.  

• The spurious oscillations that occurred in the simulation results of the plasma density could 

be avoided by applying a Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) method instead of the streamline 

diffusion method to solve the non-linear Riemann problem in a stable approach. The TVD 

methods are known to be more suited for solving problems with sharp discontinuities in the 

solution such as those of the Riemann type (Toro, 2001). 

 

6.2 Analytical approach 

• The qualitative results obtained for the two-dimensional steady-state model in this study 

could be utilized by Westerberg et al (2011) to complete their analytical study of modelling 

the plasma flow and magnetic field across the entire shock structure developing at the 

reconnection site at the dayside magnetopause boundary layer. 
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